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Abstract
The prevailing system of environmental management strongly depends on the economic and
political  structures  of  a  country  and  is  influenced  by  the  current  condition  of  them.
Environmental degradation in the Soviet Union has been caused mainly by the political and
economic misconceptions listed in this article. With the transformation of its state order to the
model of Western democracies, the Soviet Union is experiencing a deep economic crisis of
restructuring, reflected in a parallel crisis in its system of environmental management, which is
manifest in the form of rapid transformation. This is characterized by the contradiction of the
state's  old  administrative  institutions,  which  still  exist,  with  the  efforts  to  use  market
mechanisms of environmental control. Such methods include various fees and payments for the
use of natural resources or for pollution and creation of specialized regional funds and banks to
finance environmental programs. All these occur in the context of the strengthening of regional
sovereignty,  the  introduction  of  self-accounting  for  economic  units,  the  adoption  of
comprehensive legal enactments, and the setting up of an efficient administrative system of
their enforcement. Public activism, as one of the principal actors in this structure, also has
undergone quick maturation. Nevertheless the future development of the new Soviet system of
environmental control remains uncertain because of the present unpredictability of the overall
situation in the short run. © 1991 Springer-Verlag New York Inc.
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